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ขอขอบคุณภาพ Stefan Keller. Robot.
จาก https://pixabay.com/th/iillustrations/robot-planet-moon-space-forward-2256814/ (April 27 2017)
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Guess what was it?

ขอขอบคุณภาพ Walkman.
จาก https://pixabay.com/th/photos/wallkman-technology-team-3111922/ (January 28 2018)



Guess what was it?

ขอขอบคุณภาพ VCR.
จาก https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:VHS_recorder,_camera_and_cassette.jpg)



Guess what was it?

ขอขอบคุณภาพ Pager.
จาก https://www.afcent.af.mil/News/Art/igphoto/2000289219/)



Guess what is it?

ขอขอบคุณภาพ Jan Vašek. Iphone.
จาก https://pixabay.com/th/photos/iphone-smartphone-apps-apple-inc-410311/ (August 5, 2014)



Guess what is it?

ขอขอบคุณภาพ Television.
จาก https://pixabay.com/th/vectors/monitor-tv-television-155158/ (October 20, 2013)



Guess what is it?

ขอขอบคุณภาพ Car.
จาก https://pixabay.com/th/illustrations/aston-martin-sports-car-auto-2118857/ (March 5 2017)



Guess what is it?

ขอขอบคุณภาพ Mohamed Hassan. Air.
จาก https://pixabay.com/th/illustrations/air-conditioner-remote-split-4070641/ (March 11 2019)
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Objectives

1. สามารถบอกค าศัพท์ของเทคโนโลยี
ที่ก าหนดให้ได้

2. สามารถอ่านเนื้อเรื่องเกี่ยวกับ
เทคโนโลยีที่ก าหนดให้ได้



Activity

“What are they called?”
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Guess what is it?



Guess what is it?



Guess what is it?



Guess what is it?



Guess what is it?



Guess what is it?

ขอขอบคุณภาพ Self driving car.
จาก https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Google_self_driving_car_at_the_Googleplex.jpg 



Guess what is it?

ขอขอบคุณภาพ Pills. Bruno Glätsch
จาก https://pixabay.com/th/iphotos/ยาเม็ด-แท็บเล็ต-ยาเสพติด-ยา-3114364/ January 28 2018)



Guess what is it?

ขอขอบคุณภาพ 3 D Printer.
จาก https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-44709534



Guess what is it?

ขอขอบคุณภาพ Pizar alm Aulidina. Astronaut. 
จาก https://pixabay.com/th/photos/นักบินอวกาศ-ดวงจันทร-์พื้นที-่nasa-4106766/ (Aril 14 2019)



Guess what is it?

ขอขอบคุณภาพ Smart phone projector.
จาก https://www.androidauthority.com/moviphone-smartphone-projector-specs-price-release-date-829529/ 



Exercise 53.1

Match the passages to 
the right topics.
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Activity 53.1
Like everybody suggested before, the 

cars or at least buses will have driven 
themselves by 2025. People will be more 
comfortable during their journeys. 
The driver will use the program to drive 
the vehicles to travel to the destination. 
It will not be in every city, but it will be in 
enough to make a huge difference.



Activity 53.1
Virgin, the most famous airline, is 

trying to create space tours and they are 
expected that they will have traveled to 
space by 2025. It will take a long shot 
from now, but by that time, people will 
enjoy their journey outside the 
atmospheres. 



Activity 53.1
Food pills will be one of the future 

technologies that make life more convenient 
in next ten years. Food pills will carry all the 
nutrition you need. Though taking food pills 
won’t make you feel as satisfied as you eat 
the real one, by 2025, people with hectic 
schedules will have had properly food and 
nutrition. 



Activity 53.1
Because phones upgrade regularly, there 

is a prediction that smartphones will have 
had their own projectors. You don’t have to 
download any applications to your phone to 
use this innovative technology. In next ten 
years, you will share your stream pictures, 
videos, web pages, or making presentations 
anywhere, anytime.



Activity 53.1
3D printing is a process of making three 

dimensional solid objects from a digital file. 
3D printers they help you make many useful 
items in your daily life, such as household 
items and appliances in workplace. They will 
exist and you can even buy one for over 
one thousand dollars. By 2025, you will have 
had your own 3D printer in your house.



Activity

Match the words and 
definition.
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Projectors in Smartphones

Exercise 53.2

1. You can share your pictures, 
videos, webpages or making 
presentations anywhere and 



Food Pills 

Exercise 53.2

2. They will carry all 
the nutrition you need and        
make life more convenient. 



3D Printers for Homes 

Exercise 53.2
3. They make three dimension 

objects and help you make 
many useful things in your 
daily life.



Space Tours

Exercise 53.2
4. People will enjoy 

their journey outside  
the atmosphere.



Self-Driving Cars

Exercise 53.2
5. People can use the program   

to take the vehicles 
to their destination.



Mind Map
“What do you think about your 
life in the future?” Create about 
the technology and inventions 
in the future.   
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ขอขอบคุณภาพ Elon Musk.
จาก https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Elon_Musk_2015.jpg (June 9,  2015) 

Self-driving cars are the 
natural extension of 

active safety and 
obviously something 

we should do.
Elon Musk


